Requirements for the JCU Dive Register.

You must have the following:

- An Australian recognised Occupational diver qualification (AS2815), or internationally recognised dive qualification/s of Divemaster or higher, or a minimum of an AQF Rescue diver (SROSCB007A "Performs Diver Rescues") certification.

- Current first aid (<3 years), CPR (<12 months) and Oxygen Provider (<12 months) certificates that are recognised within the Australian Qualification Framework.

- A Dive Log Book, with dives countersigned, validating a minimum experience of 30+hrs underwater, excluding training dives.

- A dive medical certificate to Australian Standard AS 2299 (Occupational Diver) (<12months).

The Online Dive Register and Diving Induction:

If you meet all the requirements, you will be asked to sign up to the JCU Boating & Diving Register, where you will upload copies of relevant certificates and documentation. All divers must then attend an induction session which typically includes training in JCU diving procedures, a diving theory assessment and also a diving practical assessment.

Once registered the Diving Officer or delegate may impose restrictions on a diver's activities on the basis of his/her skills or experience.

Medical practitioners who provide AS2299 Occupation Diving Medicals in Townsville:
Mundingburra Medical Centre (07) 4779 0622
Sports Clinic NQ (07) 4772 2344

A diving medical exam must be booked in advance, and the cost of the medical may vary between practices

First Aid, Advanced Resuscitation and Oxygen Provider trainers in Townsville:
Rickard.Abom1@jcu.edu.au
1 on 1 Training Aitkenvale, 1800 66 00 00
Coral Sea Training, admin@coralseatraining.com.au
St John Ambulance, 1300 360 455

The cost of training may vary between training providers

AQF Rescue certificate trainers in Townsville:
Rickard.Abom1@jcu.edu.au
Remote Area Dive, (07) 4721 4425, info@remoteareadive.com

Other:
A Boat license suitable for operating vessels in Queensland waters shall be required if the candidate is to be in charge a vessel anytime during field operations.

Contact Glen.Ewels@jcu.edu.au (Boating & Diving Officer)